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Dear friends,

Education Software

Methodica
effective learning
www.methodic.co.il
On behalf of the Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute,
I would like to invite you to review this catalogue of leading Israeli
products and companies in the field of education.
It is well known that the emphasis and the value of education are getting
stronger in the last years with the developing of the new technologies.
Venturing into the 21st century, Israel's smart solutions and innovative
technologies in the field of education are leading students from all
around the world into a brand new chapter of education. Companies,
institutions, products and technological solutions of education software,
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school modernization, and educational toys are revolutionizing the
learning experience at home and at school. Strengthening interpersonal
ties and independent thinking at the same time, improving teaching
technics and school performances, and above all inspiring generations
of children and youths to think out of the box and take initiatives with
advanced and nicely-designed assistant tools.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to visit Israel and
meet with these companies and others, in order to learn more about
ways to cooperate in the future.
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Mr. Ofer Sachs

Director General
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Ms. Mira Geshel
Manager, Content: Film, TV & Music
Hi-Tech Department
Tel: + 972-3-5142878
Email: geshel@export.gov.il
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The Israeli education and e-Learning industry, combining unmatched skill
and creativity, offers a wealth of advanced technological solutions to a
variety of audiences, spanning education institutions to home users.
Praised for its groundbreaking educational methods and content, as well
as state-of-the-art software and systems, the industry provides education
institutions, organizations and business administrations wide-ranging and
comprehensive solutions. Distance learning, administration tools, internet
safety solutions, entertainment, training and authoring platforms, virtual
classrooms, technological infrastructure, documentation and automatic
distribution of live and recorded events, video libraries and archives,
effective learning solutions and much more.
Embracing this unique industry niche, the Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute works to advance it by allocating new business
opportunities and clients abroad.
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Management & Training Systems

www.amalnet.k12.il

Education Software

Amal Group

The Amal Group is a chain of colleges and high schools for technology,
science and the arts. Established by the Histadrut - The General Federation
of Labour in Israel, Amal Group leads entrepreneurship, innovation and
excellence in Israel and worldwide.
For over 85 years, the Amal Group is a leading modality in the scientifictechnological educational field, committed to meet the needs of the Israeli
Industry and economy.

School Modernization

Every year around 40,000 students, youth as well as adults from all over
Israel, learn in 120 multidisciplinary and technological institutes, and acquire
professional and academic expertise in all fields of the labor market. Among
other achievements, Amal establishes entrepreneurship centers specializing
in the field of application development and Biomedicine, is engaged in
project–based learning inspired by high-tech development, collaborates
with Apple in the field of learning and instruction with IPads, as well as
provides professional training for developing countries around the world.

Educational Toys
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www.atidintl.com

Education Software

ATID International Network Ltd.

ATID International Network is the largest educational network in Israel,
managing and operating a network spanning 50 institutes and 45,000
students every year.
With more than 1,000 learning programs and over 4,000 lecturers, ATID
provides lectures in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese.
Certified by UN agencies, Atid offers courses in agriculture, industry, logistics,
IT, heavy-duty machinery and equipment, management and finance.
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Our Vision is to provide every student with the opportunity to realize their
skill, abilities and interests, providing the professional leverage to cope
with tomorrow׳s challenges.
Holding extensive experience in conducting international activities, courses
and professional training for international students and groups from around
the world, ATID would like to offer tailored educational solutions, courses,
vocational training, consulting, and workshops in various educational fields,
as well as establish training centers.

Educational Toys
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E-Learning

www.thewatchkids.com

Education Software

Chameleon eBooks

Chameleon eBooks seeks to engage and motivate young readers to
experience thought-inspiring, creative and brain-stimulating activities.
Through highly enriching storybook apps, we provide children with longlife experiences and opportunities that lead to a balanced life, and include
a range of physical activities, skill development and social interactions.
We believe that reading books is one of the most effective means of
nurturing educational outcomes, gaining higher levels of happiness and
confidence, enhancing imagination and aspirations, promoting social

School Modernization

engagement and mobility. However, today, children are increasingly busy
with their smartphones, computers and television.
So how do we encourage children to read in this world of instant digital
media?
WE INTRIGUE THEM!
Amazing story: Children make their own influential choices affecting the
storyline.
Exciting adventure: Children take part in a mysterious adventure, making
moral decisions based on everyday life situations.
Challenging games: Children use

Educational Toys

their skills to solve problems and
overcome obstacles they encounter
along their journey.
Attractive wrapping: Beautifully
illustrated, spiced up with charming
animations and sound.
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd. www.communitake.com

Education Software

E-Learning

CommuniTake helps schools and universities facilitate mobile learning via
all-in-one mobility management, and a total care suite.
CommuniTake enables IT administrators:
• Manage and track mobile assets across the mobile learning environment
• Maintain personalized branding and predefine access to content by
school directives
• Manage mobile devices based on role and ownership

School Modernization

• Mass-distribute applications and files
• Configure policies for device-use, settings and restrictions; secures access
to institution resources, ensures compliance with school policies
• Enables device sharing between students and faculty; secures communication
between faculty members, providing complete remote control over devices
• Enables optimized support while leveraging flexible delivery options in
the cloud or on premise.
CommuniTake׳s mobility management for education is smart, affordable
and systems are easy to set up. By increasing productivity, enhancing
collaboration and improving IT efficiency, CommuniTake׳s solution empowers

Educational Toys

education organizations maximize
their mobile investment.
CommuniTake׳s products are
implemented worldwide by
renowned businesses.
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www.compedia.net

Education Software

Compedia Ltd.

Compedia is a global leader, specializing since 1988 in development of
interactive educational content, and cross-platform products. Reinventing
the way people interact with educational and professional content, our
cutting-edge adaptive learning management systems, game engines,
simulations, virtual world environments and sensors that include gesture
and voice technologies, deliver innovative, engaging, outstanding products
and solutions to the education, healthcare and consumer markets, in over
50 countries worldwide.

School Modernization

An expert in gamification, Compedia sells millions of units in 40 languages,
winning numerous educational and gaming awards.

Educational Toys
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www.composica.com

Education Software

Composica Ltd.

Composica Ltd. empowers organizations by enabling creation of compelling
highly interactive e-Learning content. The flagship product, also called
Composica, is a social e-Learning authoring system that offers real-time
collaboration among team members and provides a powerful programmingfree WYSIWYG environment for creating complete e-Learning 2.0 content.
Based on HTML5, the courses authored with Composica are accessible
using any modern device, desktop or smartphone.
Composica offers both authors and students the worlds' best authoring
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platform - rich, flexible and intuitive with unique features and advantages
all web-based.
Most important, the Composica system provides for simple and easy- toembed social media within courses (e-Learning 2.0), empowering students
and organizations alike.
Composica is distributed as a self-installed system, or as a SaaS solution,
via a large network of international industry leading VAR and OEM (whitelabel) partners.

Educational Toys
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www.educonsulting.co.il

Education Software

Edu-Consulting

Edu-Consulting International Ltd. is a leading Israeli software company,
specializing in developing interactive multimedia educational products for
young children.
Edu-Consulting provides quality, comprehensive educational solutions for
early learners and elementary school classrooms, worldwide.
The first systems launched in 1995, incorporated innovative technology
using educational sound theory. Today, Edu-Consulting is committed to
use the latest most innovative Israeli technology, to educate the children
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of the 21st century.
Edu-Consulting's educational systems incorporate a unique blend of concrete
didactic materials, teacher manuals and interactive software, all woven
together providing an enriching and comprehensive educational experience.
Edu-Consulting provides quality management, professional training courses
and consulting services for seamless product implementation.
Edu-Consulting multimedia educational systems comprise:
• Early childhood systems
children 3-6 years
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• Elementary school systems
children 6-9 years
• Special education needs systems
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A subsidiary of ETS,
the creator of the
TOEFL® and TOEIC® tests

www.edusoftlearning.com

Curriculum

Education Software

Edusoft Ltd.

Edusoft, a subsidiary of ETS, is a global leader and innovator in effective
learning and assessment solutions for English language acquisition. With 20
years of educational expertise, Edusoft develops and implements customized
English language projects in over 30 countries. Based on the latest blended
learning methodology, Edusoft׳s solutions combine valuable face-to-face
teaching with effective computer-based skill building, the system effectively
integrating into the
existingofcurricula.
At the core of Edusoft׳s solutions
A subsidiary
ETS,
the creator of the

is English Discoveries
(EDO),
TOEFL®Online
and TOEIC®
tests a sophisticated interactive learning
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platform that provides 10 CEFR-aligned general English courses, from
absolute beginner level through advanced levels that cover all language
skills. In addition, Edusoft offers English for specific purpose courses,
professional development, as well as a complete set of lesson programs
and classroom materials. Saving
teachers' time and providing
supervisors with real-time
project monitoring features,
the EDO platform hosts an
advanced management system
and a range of automated
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teaching tools. EDO has won
the recognition of 19 Ministries
of Education.
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www.englishadventure.com

Education Software

English Adventure Ltd.

English Adventure Ltd., a leading provider of comprehensive English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) programs, for young learners worldwide. Established
in 1998, we combine rich content with proven academic methodology to
produce EFL programs that are both groundbreaking and highly effective.
English Adventure׳s programs provide blended learning activities, together
with print and digital materials, including mobile apps.
Successfully overcoming the shortage of skilled English teachers and
generating remarkable student achievements (96% can read and understand
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English by the end of our 3-year program), English Adventure׳s methodology
implemented in schools has taken part in teaching over 1.5 million children
since 2004.
Based on our academically accredited flagship program, for children ages
5-8, ‘My First English Adventure׳, English Adventure׳s mobile games and
interactive books are the only story-based EFL curriculum for young learners.
Our vision is to provide children worldwide with a successful future by
motivating them to learn English Naturally, Enjoyably and Effectively.

Educational Toys
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www.eteachergroup.com

Education Software

eTeacherGroup Ltd.

eTeacher is a global pioneer in online language learning. Founded in 2000,
when high-speed internet was a dream and e-Learning still sounded like
science fiction, our dream was to establish an online school. This dream
has become reality. Today, tens of thousands of students fill our virtual
classrooms every semester.
We believe there are many people out there who wish to study various
subjects, but reside in areas where professional resources are scares. Our
goal is to serve these people providing them with the best possibilities
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available, and quality products thus enabling them fulfill their educational
aspirations.
Over the years, eTeacher has acquired profound tried-and-tested experience,
dedicated employees and customers - these are our assets. Communicating
and interacting with clients worldwide, our representatives handle ninety
percent of eTeacher's operations via our call center, the heart of our
business activities.

Educational Toys
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www.halomda.com

Education Software

Halomda Educational Software

Established in 1988, HALOMDA is a private company developing educational
software in Physics and Math, serving students' needs of all levels: elementary,
middle school, high school, as well as college and university students.
Our website offers a modular learning environment providing different
learning tools: educational games, content-based programs, open math
tools and lab simulations in Physics.
Math topics span Arithmetic, Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus, analytical
Geometry, Matrices, Linear Algebra, Statistics and so forth.
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Educational games for elementary schools focus on Arithmetic and Geometry:
Fraction-Dominoes, Live Fractions, Math kids and Tangram.
For higher-grade students, activities include:
1. Math-Xpress – an open math tool comprising a formula editor, Geometry
explorer, scientific calculator, graph plotter, symbolic/Algebraic evaluator
and a test and exercise generator.
2. Content based Math packages, offering students a complete learning
environment including tutoring, training and test modules.

Educational Toys

3. Formula editor - operates under Windows, Android and iOS.
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I-Class-Information Technology Ltd.
www.i-class.com/en
E-Learning
iClass Information Technologies Ltd., is a privately held Israeli joint venture
founded in 2013 by the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, together with
private investors.
Successfully implemented in over 300 schools, and more than thirty thousand
users - students from first grade through twelfth, iClass Information
Technologies Ltd., has developed a unique e-Learning platform that redefines
the way we teach, learn, manage and create knowledge.

School Modernization

Learning anywhere, anytime via any device, iClass platform offers textbooks,
videos, games as well as enjoyable and challenging interactive activities
and content in a safe community network.
Our mission is to combine educational content and technology to create
an innovative and enriching quality-learning environment that is available
anytime, anywhere.

Educational Toys
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www.initech.co.il

Education Software

Initech Software Services Ltd.

IniTech is a tech-savvy and an agile software powerhouse, specializing in
tailored cross-platform solutions for Web and Mobile. Since 2009, IniTech
has been successfully providing analysis, development, architecture, user
experience and performance services to clients ranging from startups to
industry leaders.
Through consultation and outsourcing, our exclusively Israeli-based team
of experts delivers solutions using state-of-the-art industry technology
and best practices.
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We excel at providing turnkey projects and one-stop-shop services. We
have passion for technology and we deliver!

Educational Toys
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Curriculum

www.iphrasebooks.com

Education Software

Iphrasebooks Ltd.

Iphrasebooks Ltd. is an independent publisher of phrasebooks to help
students and tourists learn the basics of a foreign language in a quick,
practical way.
We offer phrasebooks in English, Hebrew, Spanish, Russian Japanese,
Chinese, French and other languages as well.
Our phrasebooks include a self-study guide, a dictionary and a verb
conjugation chart, providing for a unique learning method and experience.
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The IP Hebrew phrasebook has become the choice for English-speaking
students and travelers worldwide, interested in learning the basics quickly
and easily.
Available on Amazon and via our
e-commerce website and online
shop, as digital e-books as well, our
phrasebooks are easy and convenient
to purchase.
With 20 years of experience in the
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field of phrasebooks and self-study
guides, we clearly and confidently
believe our phrasebooks are a unique
product that stands out and above
all others out there.
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www.joytunes.com

Education Software

JoyTunes Ltd.

JoyTunes develops award-winning apps enabling people to play musical
instruments like never before!
By combining various music education methodologies with the latest in
gaming features, our apps are no less than addictive, and players cannot
help but improve their music playing! Millions of players and thousands of
teachers across the globe use our captivating apps.
Working with music educators, JoyTunes revolutionizes the way people learn

School Modernization

how to play music. Making it easier to motivate practice and dramatically
improve piano playing skills in a fun, interactive way.
JoyTunes' patented MusicSense™ technology, enables players to use real
instruments together with their tablets or computers, no wires required,
providing a seamless experience.

Educational Toys
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www.webee-world.com

Education Software

Jumboard Ltd.

Jumboard is a leading toddlers' education technologies company. We
discovered how to combine fun, online education and provide high quality
content in a safe environment.
With our platform, branded WEBEE, children ages 1-5 learn, enjoy and grow.
The platform comprises online educational games, a unique keyboard and
a revolutionary parental monitoring system. According to their age group,
with WEBEE, children learn 21 highly important key skills essential for life
and their future. Tailored and designed for children's independent use,
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presented in a 4 color educational methodology, the WEBEE platform meets
requirements of different languages and cultures.
WEBEE is available in international markets, acquiring 89% satisfaction
among consumers around
the world.

Educational Toys
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www.LNTS.com

Education Software

LNTS Linguistech Solutions Ltd.

LinguisTech holds unique speech recognition technology, possessing an
unmatched technological advantage - its proprietary voice recognition
algorithm. Based on the technology, LinguisTech's leading product is EZSpeak - a software application that listens to a person's voice, analyzes
that person's pronunciation and then teaches how to improve it.
Our groundbreaking technology, combined with the company׳s business
model, provides for a valuable competitive edge in the market, and
throughout the supply chain.
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Targeting mainly, the English as a Second Language (ESL) market, EZ-Speak
offers complete flexibility in terms of content, user-interface and trademarks.
LinguisTech's solutions focus on
partnerships and collaboration,
creating an ideal educational
solution.
EZ-Speak is marketed directly to
consumers or as a white label
product through OEM partners.

Educational Toys

Our goal is to be the market's
leader in terms of business value
for partners, clients, and users,
as well as in terms of quality and
technological solutions.
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MBE Simulations Ltd.

www.mbe-simulations.com

Education Software

Management & Training Systems

MBE Simulations Ltd. using its proprietary computerized management
simulator, develops and markets innovative ״Serious Games ״solutions
for training.
MBE provides the next generation of management with practical, handson and experiential learning.
Our unique, innovative solution enables students and managers practice
in a virtual semi-real world, providing an everyday dynamic business
environment, the simulator giving immediate feedback after making a
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decision.
This dynamic realm enables managers to learn how to make effective
decisions without suffering real-life consequences. By making daily
decisions and exploring management performance methodologies, the
simulator enhances business experience while offering effective solutions
and supporting continuous improvement in business results.
MBE provides students with hands-on, results-driven practice, integrated
with operations mmanagement and helping bridge the gap between
strategies, theory, and producing results.
Based on its capabilities, expertise and experience, MBE‘s solutions
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provide for:
• Business schools and industrial engineering faculties
• Leading training companies specializing in call centers
• Corporate management training
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www.methodic.co.il

Management & Training Systems

Education Software

Methodica

Methodica provides state-of-the-art innovative tools for attaining effective
learning, based on the latest research in brain and cognition studies.
Methodica is a leading training company committed to effective learning that
out of the burning need for meaningful learning developed an accessible
application, enabling teachers to allocate engaging activities for every
lesson with a minimal investment of time.
Addressing effective learning, our enthusiastic team leads workshops for

School Modernization

teachers in hundreds of schools.
In addition, we offer and provide technological solutions, consultation
services, infrastructure development and learning development services
in the fields of e-Learning, learning games and more.

Educational Toys
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www.mobitti.com

Education Software

Mobitti Ltd.

Mobitti is a leading provider of mobile services and applications for
universities, faculty and students.
The application integrates into existing academic platforms, enabling
the students receive academic information, as well as other content and
notifications - grades, curricula, schedules, exams, class changes, push
notifications providing information about events and so forth.
In addition, the system offers internal messaging for both students and faculty.
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To date, more than 100,000 students in Israel are using Mobitti's systems.

Educational Toys
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MUV Interactive Ltd.

Management & Training Systems

Education Software

Games

www.muvinteractive.com

MUV develops smart wearable sensing technology, revolutionizing the way
people interact with digital visual media in a 3D space.
MUV's flagship product - the bird - is a ring-like device, worn on the index
finger, transforming any classroom or conference room into an interactive
workspace.
Bird works with any existing projector, providing the teacher with the entire
spectrum of interactivity: touch, remote touch, depth sensing, gestures,
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mouse functionality and voice commands.
Any projected image becomes a touch screen, with unprecedented accuracy
and minimal latency. Drawing and writing has never been so easy: fast and
accurate, using any whiteboard, roll down screen or even a plain wall, no
complex installations, no wires.
Bird is the only solution enabling complete interactivity from anywhere in the
classroom, making courseware and presentation much more effective and
allowing the teacher
to roam the room
and engage with
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the students while
they interact with the
projected content.
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www.netokids.com

Education Software

NetoKids.com

NetoKids is a social network designed for elementary school students.
Offering an ideal combination between an exciting learning environment
and a secure social network designed especially for children, NetoKids is
a simple and intuitive online interface.
With NetoKids, children connect with friends, create content pages, chat
with each other, upload photos, review class materials, collaborate on class
assignments, projects and so forth.
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The students enjoy a fun and safe environment where friends and peers
socialize and engage in learning, while for teachers the network offers
convenient and efficient means of communication between faculty, parents
and students.

Educational Toys
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www.netspark.com

Education Software

Netspark Ltd.

NetSpark is a leading developer of advanced filtering technologies, providing
safe Internet access, free of harmful content.
Developed by an experienced team of specialists in web security and
image recognition, NetSpark's family of products combine cutting-edge
text, image and filtering technologies, delivering an unmatched level of
protection without sacrificing user experience.
In use by educational institutes, ISPs, and private users for years, NetSpark
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technology supports hundreds of thousands of users globally.
Modifying our proven technology and adapting it to Android, smartphones
and tablets, NetSpark's latest solution for home users, organizations and
educational institutes is NetSpark Mobile.
Offering simple administration tools and providing solutions for web
filtering and time management, the app includes intuitive, local and remote
management options, as well as a centralized UI group policy management.

Educational Toys
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PERFECTOR

www.testperfector.com

Education Software

Management & Training Systems

PERFECTOR specializes in applications for creating and grading multiplechoice exams.
Founded in 2007, PERFECTOR gathered a team of qualified lecturers,
mathematicians, statisticians and software engineers, collaborating to create
simple, intuitive, efficient and useful applications for writing, scrambling,
evaluating and analyzing exams.
PERFECTOR utilizes state-of-the-art technologies and unique mechanisms
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to deliver cutting-edge software.
The TESTPERFECTOR is PERFECTOR׳s best-selling patent-pending software.
It scrambles multiple-choice exams in a way that no two students receive
an exam with the same order of questions and answers, proven to reduce
significantly copying and cheating.
TESTPERFECTOR is able to identify problematic questions, answers and
difficulties students may encounter, therefore holding valuable pedagogical
benefits.
When using TESTPERFECTOR, you write your exams in MS-Word® or any
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other word processor, and can
insert almost anything into your
exam – tables, equations, graphs,
images and so forth, receiving
instant results.
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www.puresight.com

Education Software

PureSight Technology Ltd.

PureSight is a world leader in online child safety products and technology.
Our portfolio comprises:
• PureSight Mobile App for Android-based smartphones and tablets (releasing
the iOS version during QI 2015)
• PureSight Owl - for PC's
• PureGate - a platform delivering PureSight's services via residential gateways
PureSight products are controlled from one, unified, web-based family
account via easy-to-use Parent Portal and Parents' APP (for both Android
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and iOS).
Enabling parents supervise their children's web and mobile activity from
their mobile devices and via PC, PureSight provides:
• Social media monitoring and protection
• Cyberbullying prevention over Facebook chats, feeds and instant
messaging / chat tools
• Filtering inappropriate content - smart, dynamic and real-time
• Online time management
• Location tracking
• App recommendation and management
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For the past 4 years, consecutively, PureSight scored best in the European
Commission benchmark for parental control tools. Detailed test results are
available at http://www.sipbench.eu/
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www.radix-int.com

Education Software

Radix Technologies Ltd.

Radix was founded in 1992 offering award-winning tablet classroom
management software, and Mobile Device Management solutions.
In digital learning environments tablets offer unique pedagogic opportunities.
Today many schools have introduced tablet-based classrooms, with Android
emerging as the technology of choice. However, without effective management
they can easily become a teacher׳s worst nightmare, disrupting, rather
than aiding learning. Radix SmartClass for the Android-based classroom,
fully facilitates teacher monitoring and control of student tablet activities.
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SmartClass creates a new form of collaborative learning environment.
Teachers can see live and real-time events, based on every individual
student׳s screen activity. Anything on screen whether a game, website or
word document can be monitored and shared.
Radix SmartClass targets education projects, government projects and
tablet initiatives for schools.
Currently Radix is looking for partners and offers full software customization,
project integration, OEM,
white-label and software

Educational Toys

development kit.
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www.rashim.co.il

Education Software

Rashim Information Systems Ltd.

Rashim, founded in 1988, is the Israeli leader for computerized solutions
in tertiary education institutes.
Rashim׳s flagship product is Socratech™, a software package enabling tertiary
education institutes to streamline and efficiently manage all aspects of their
business activities and schedules. Servicing academic staff, administrative
staff and students, Socratech™ solutions span administration management,
curricula and training, resources, internal processes and procedures,
CRM and follow up, information and tools for staff and students, technical
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support and so forth.
In addition, Rashim also offers the Socratech™ Training Management
System (TMS), a powerful management tool for training centers supporting
all aspects of business activities and schedules.
Chosen by Israeli Police academy and training center, Rashim is the provider
of their training and learning management system.
Rashim is ISO 9001-2008 certified by IQC - the Institute of Quality and
Control in Israel.

Educational Toys
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www.readandplay.co.il

Education Software

Read and Play Ltd.

Read and Play is a revolutionary, simple and intuitive method for teaching
young children to read. Based on T.M.N™ Toy Musical Notes - musical notes
that are easy to understand and remember; young children acquire the
basic reading skills that help them read their native language.
Over 1,000 children participated in three academic research studies, findings
indicating that T.M.N™ is highly beneficial and successful in developing
young learners reading skills. T.M.N™ incorporates a computer program
called The House of Sounds, and includes games for acquiring reading skills.
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Currently Read and Play is available in Hebrew, American and British English,
launching additional languages upon demand, and working to transform
the computer program into e-Learning sessions compatible with tablets
and smartphones.
Another groundbreaking project we are working on intends to reduce
exposure of elder people to Alzheimer's disease and dementia. The T.M.N.
method supports prevention of depression, known to be of the causes
for these diseases, by reading easy music notes and engaging in motor,
cognitive and social-emotional activities.
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www.intelitek.com
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RoboGroup T.E.K. Ltd.

RoboGroup is a renowned world-leading developer, manufacturer and
supplier of comprehensive engineering and training technology systems.
Our broad product line and solutions span lab equipment for hydraulics,
pneumatics, PLCs, sensors, quality control, industrial electronics, motor
control, mechanical trainers, CAD, CAM, CNC, robotics, machine vision, FMS,
CIM and more.
Our training equipment empowers instructors and inspires students,
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designed to transform technology education across the globe, offering
industry quality equipment and providing a safe training environment.
Robogroup׳s unique blended learning approach includes e-Learning, 3D
simulation and state-of-the-art lab equipment for hands-on, industriallevel training.
Offering a complete learning solution, we customize "packages" for
various levels of learning.
Whether you are formulating
a program or modifying
your existing curriculum,
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RoboGroup specializes in
bringing sustainable, scalable
solutions that will best meet
your needs.
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Snunit Center.

Snunit Center for the Advancement of Web-Based Learning, established
by the Hebrew University, is a leading NGO in the field of online education.
Snunit's main target audiences are elementary and middle school students
and teachers. Snunit creates, develops and manages original and innovative
educational sites, offering children quality content adapted to the curricula.
Snunit's sites incorporate databases, virtual exhibitions, discussion groups,
and online consultation services alongside a wealth of media-rich games
and activities.
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The online content focuses on authentic Internet use conforming with the
understanding children learn and internalize better through experiential
learning. Snunit believes that acquiring computer and Internet skills at a
young age may scale down digital, social and financial gaps in society, as
well as nurture an open, tolerant
and creative future generation
possessing independent and
critical thinking, and together
with a supportive environment
will bring fundamental change
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in Israel and worldwide.
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Streamitup Ltd.

Streamitup׳s Automatic Multimedia Platform (AMP) delivers end-to-end,
cost-effective, multi-source video capture, sync, manage and share solutions.
Using Streamitup enables our clients record and/or run live lessons being
present in a classroom or using a standalone laptop.
The powerful platform enables a variety of usages:
• Record lessons and sessions
• Broadcast live events to large audiences
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• Fully synchronized, multi-way, video/audio, live web conferences between
teachers/lecturers and students at home
• Fully synchronized, multi-way video/audio, live class conferences between
classrooms and remote sites
The sessions whether live or recorded in advance, provide for dynamic
VOD knowledge bases. End users can learn, rehearse and research content,
using an exceptional browser/device-agnostic interface.
The solution provides for powerful environment management and enables
self-provisioning and campus-wide monitoring. Fully automatic, no ICT
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expertise required, our patented technologies provide hassle-free operation
and a unique virtual cameraman replacing the need for costly manpower.
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www.coursera.org/telaviv
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TAU Online

TAU Online, a subsidiary of Tel Aviv University, specializes in pedagogic
development of online academic courses. Our online courses (mainly in
English), directed by international experts in their respective fields and
celebrated as models for pedagogic excellence on the Coursera website
(the platform the courses are offered).
Hundreds of thousands of learners in more than 100 countries worldwide
have already participated in our online courses.
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TAU Online's staff includes, among others, experienced instructional designers
and video production professionals. We invite you all to take part in the
online education revolution. We will be happy to produce online courses
tailored specifically to your needs, as well as form collaborations based on
Tel Aviv University's online courses.
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The Center for Educational Technology

The Center for Educational Technology (CET) is a content developer, an
introducer of advanced technologies and leader of next generation learning.
Providing children grades K-12, educators and students with state-of-theart digital content accessible anytime, anywhere and via any device, CET is
Israel's leader for over 40 years in technology-based educational solutions.
CET develops and offers:
1) Online environments
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2) Digital textbooks complemented and enhanced with multimedia objects
3) Interactive activities in Math, Biology, Physics and Chemistry in English
and Arabic
In addition, CET offers elementary to high school, language programs for
acquiring Arabic and Hebrew as a second language.
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TH!NK ™ - out side of ISRAEL

TH!NK ™ is Israel׳s leading provider of enrichment programs for varied
populations, ranging from kindergarteners to senior citizens.
TH!NK ™, deployed nationwide, our workshops and activities are delivered
by skilled, professional teachers and mentors.
Highly successful for many years, approximately 20,000 people participate
in various activities offered in 350 centers throughout Israel on a weekly
basis.
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TH!NK ™ delivers a wealth of enrichment programs and workshops, science
classes, logic games, cooking, comics and many more. Every center we work
with has access to mentoring and consultation services, meeting each center׳s
needs from structuring their programs to achieving their goals. Constantly
expanding and developing, we work closely with different institutions and
clients, using top marketing avenues, advertising and promotion tools to create
the most successful partnerships possible. We nurture and invest to improve
cooperation with strategic
alliances and institutions. This
is an opportunity for new joint
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ventures and collaborations.
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Time To Know Ltd.

Time To Know, with its team of 150 highly experienced professionals designing
and building a holistic solution, is a unique combination of technological,
pedagogical, and publishing experts, a global leader in digital teaching
platforms, and in converting curricula into digital content. Providing tools
for creating, distributing, teaching and analyzing digital learning programs,
Time to Know partners with leading publishers and education ministries
around the world to bring the market the most advanced solutions for
digital classrooms.
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Hundreds of schools globally, across many languages and cultures use our
revolutionary solutions daily.
Time To Know facilitates the creation of a smart, digital learning environment
ensuring that students are equipped with 21st century skills.
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www.tinytap.it
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TinyTap

TinyTap is a DIY app platform for creating interactive lessons, quizzes and
games by students and teachers.
TinyTap empowers teachers, students and families inspiring them to learn
from each other by creating their own personalized learning apps, and
sharing them worldwide, with a community of educators and learners.
In addition, the app serves as the host for a library with thousands of
educational games created daily by superstar educators, experts, and
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publishers worldwide.
Cross-platform and adaptable to varied educational settings, TinyTap
activities are compatible with iPads, Android, and web browsers.
Awarded $1M, TinyTap won Verizon Powerful Answers 1st place in Education,
for 2014.
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WinkApp Ltd.

WinkApp - engages print readers with relevant online content.
With the intention to close the gap between offline and online, WinkApp
easily and conveniently converts any printed word or image to digital format.
By using hyperlinks in the text, WinkApp's PCT patented technology is the
only solution that enables "real surfing" with printed content.
WinkApp's proprietary algorithm finds the matching page and the specific
link the user aims, and the content is displayed and played. By simply aiming
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your smartphone at a hyperlinked word or image, you get digital content
pre-defined by a publisher.
It is also possible to link existing printed materials, such as a page in a
printed book to a video clip, picture or website.
WinkApp is compatible with any language and font.
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Worldclass

Worldclass is a SaaS cloud platform, equipping study centers with the ability
to build and deliver online classes, tests and educational games using their
own content, or purchase white label content from us.
With the understanding how hard it is to generate high quality educational
content, we partner with world leading publishers and distributers to bring
high quality, rich white label content to your academy and students.
Besides building media-rich classes and quizzes, the system has a great
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analytics and reporting module that offers educators full visibility into what
their students and instructors are doing.
Designed and built to be 100% white label, the system as far as your
students are concerned, is your system on your website enabling you to
formulate, generate, construct, publish and sell the best, most stunning
online courses and tests.
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 ompanies in the field of school modernization diversify in size
C
and approaches, ranging from telecommunication infrastructure
manufacturers, security product developers, to energy efficiency
solutions, documenting and assistive technologies.
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 r. Michael Admon
M
Director, Hi-Tech Department
Tel: +972 3 514 2809
Email: miky@export.gov.il
Website: www.export.gov.il
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Israel is known to be one of the world leaders in high tech industry.
With cutting-edge technological solutions in the field of school
modernization, Israel's technological capability of modernizing
school management, building e-learning systems, enhancing remote
education, and maintaining safe and high performance campuses draws
educational institutes and governmental organizations worldwide to
learn about Israeli innovation, creativity and know-how of making
the school a smarter place.
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BriefCam®

BriefCam® offers Video Synopsis®, an award-winning technology that
summarizes hours of events into a “brief, ״indexed back to the original
video, which takes just minutes to watch. It enables review of all footage
recorded for safety and security. BriefCam products interface with a
wide range of DVR/NVRs, advanced IP cameras and complement existing
surveillance solutions. VS Forensics provides standalone Video Synopsis for
post-event investigation, while VS Enterprise provides live and on-demand
Video Synopsis. BriefCam is used by law enforcement, government agencies,
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educational facilities, municipalities and retail chains and is installed in safe
city projects worldwide.
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CommuniTake

CommuniTake is recognized as a front-runner in remote access technology
over connected devices. We offer comprehensive enterprise mobility
management and an M2M suite. The MDM for educational institutions
contains assets management; intuitive BYOD; mass updates; diagnostics
and repair for connection assurance; and collaboration leveraging device
sharing technology. The M2M suite comprises central resources management;
machine monitoring, diagnostics and repair; complete remote control over
connected machines; remote expert guidance for field technicians; and an
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automated active care system. CommuniTake׳s proven success features
cutting edge technology; advanced functionality and flexible delivery
methods. CommuniTake products are deployed by leading operators and
businesses worldwide.
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Composica

Composica׳s web-based authoring tool is the industry׳s most powerful
e-learning authoring platform, enabling dispersed content developers of
any skill level to collaborate in real time to create exceptionally engaging
interactive e-learning. Its flagship product, Composica 5.0, is a social
e-learning authoring system that provides a powerful programmingfree WYSIWYG environment to create complete e-learning 2.0 content to
empower employees at organizations. Benefits include lower development
costs, removal of development bottlenecks, improved time-to-market of
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modules and updates, smooth scalability and out-of- the-box integration
with any SCORM supported LMS system.
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Edna Pasher PhD & Associates
Management Consultants Ltd.

We are an international, multidisciplinary, research, training and consultancy
group founded 35 years ago. We are the first management consulting group
in Israel to specialize in leading strategic change management processes
and practice state-of-the-art innovative approaches. We specialize in
strategic renewal, innovation management, urban sustainability, smart
communities ׳development, and establishing cooperation and partnerships.
Our work focuses on facilitating change and addressing social and human
aspects within communities and organizations. Dr. Pasher founded the Israeli
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Forum of Smart Cities and is editor-in-chief of Status, the leading Israeli
management magazine. We work with municipalities, private and public
organizations on topics such as healthcare, education, sustainability, etc.
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Gilat Satcom

Gilat Satcom is a communication solution provider offering satellite and
fiber - based connectivity services in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. With
successful deployments in over 50 countries worldwide, Gilat Satcom
delivers high-quality, cost-effective and efficient communication solutions.
Undertaking major telecommunications developments for government
entities, NGOs and multi-national organizations, Gilat Satcom manages
large-scale projects. Our experienced teams of technical experts and
customer support personnel ensure business continuity and the highest
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level of customer satisfaction. Gilat Satcom is part of the Eurocom Group,
the largest communication group in Israel.
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NowForce

The NowForce mobile command and control solution transforms standard
mobile phones into a mobile operations network for emergency services,
government agencies and private organizations. NowForce seamlessly
integrates with safe city technologies to respond to emergencies as they
unfold – enabling close tracking of event, optimal dispatch of resources and
information sharing exactly when needed. The NowForce SOS personal safety
application, easily installed on GPS-enabled mobile phones, equips users to
signal distress by pressing a single key on their mobile phone, relaying exact
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location and distress data to the command center for automatic dispatch
to responders.
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Optimum Group

The Optimum Group provides products, services and technologies for
documenting all facets of manufacturing, engineering and customer׳s
support processes. Optimum Group companies work synergistically to
provide customers with proprietary methods for managing, disseminating
and preserving corporate knowledge, and enhancing efficiency of production
and maintenance operations. The Optimum Group specializes in development
of innovative visual production files, assembly procedures, and operation &
maintenance documentation for leading companies in aerospace, avionics,
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energy and clean tech, communications, and defense industries in Israel and
abroad. Among our advanced products and technologies are interactive
electronic technical manuals and the Optimum e-learning platform.
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PowerPlug

PowerPlug helps organizations reduce the environmental and financial impact
of PC power consumption, cutting costs and carbon emissions without
interference to IT operations or end-user productivity. PowerPlug products
operate at organizations with as few as 200 PCs and as many as 40,000
PCs, including medical centers, educational institutions, government offices
and others. PowerPlug products lead to savings of up to 70% in PC power
costs and to a significant reduction of an organization׳s carbon footprint.
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Priza Ltd.

Priza specializes in development and creation of cloud workspace environment
for organizations.
Priza׳s cloud information systems and web/mobile-based applications
make our clients' workspace environment convenient and very efficient. With
experience exceeding a decade, various areas of expertise and a satisfied
clientele, Priza has proven skill in characterization, creation, construction,
maintenance and hosting of web information systems.
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Priza is about making our clients much more efficient. With the next
generation of online web-based / cloud information systems, and cuttingedge technologies we provide the best today׳s digital world has to offer.
Packaged in the SysGenitor - our web-based platform and information
systems generator - are dedication, responsibility, best service, team spirit
and constant innovation.
Priza׳s information systems
serve the Ministry of Education,
National Roads Company of
Israel, Institute for Occupational
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Safety and Hygiene,
Israel Antiques Authority,
philanthropic foundations and
other organizations.
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SMBIT Ltd.

SMBIT Ltd. is an ICT system integration company. We target education
organizations, municipal authorities and the SMB's sector.
SMBIT provides a range of cutting-edge technological solutions among
them: characterization services, assembly, training and maintenance of
computer and communication systems, using best practices and the highest
standards of professionalism.
As a service oriented company, we commit to quality and transparency in
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all our areas of practice and expertise.
Our services include:
• Multi WAN Link aggregation
• Wireless LAN (WLAN)
• LMS and portals
• Servers
• Networks
• IP PBX
• Cloud computing
• MSP
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Step-Hear Ltd.

Step-Hear Ltd. develops and markets innovative assistive technologies
that create an independent living environment for people with disabilities.
The company has created Step-Hear®, a way-finding and orientation,
information and audio messaging system for blind and visually impaired
people. Another product is the Call-Hear® system, an alert system for
people with disabilities, senior citizens and individuals pushing prams who
encounter physical barriers every day. At Step-Hear Ltd. we believe that
every person, regardless of their age or physical ability, should be able to
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enjoy and have accessibility to all premises and services.
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Streamitup

Streamitup develops and distributes fully-automatic, cloud-based software
solutions for the dynamic creation and management of multimedia
knowledge bases, with powerful review and research tools for end-users.
Our solutions are used by educational institutions, healthcare providers,
governments, security forces and enterprises. Capabilities include lecture
capture (including dynamic following of lecturer, focus on relevant content
and automatic synchronization between video-camera and lecturer׳s
computer content), online lessons, live videoconference with specific-class
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conference capabilities, video-based research, administrator toolbox and
more. Can be used as VOD or full live, in either synchronous or asynchronous
distribution.
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Teldor

Teldor Cables & Systems designs and manufactures wire and cable for
telecommunications, electronics and industry. With more than 40 years
experience, Teldor is a leader in the design and production of high datarate copper and optical and telephone copper cables. Our range includes
computer, LAN and data transmission cables; fiber-optic and hybrid cables;
BUS and industrial Ethernet cables; instrumentation, thermocouple and
process-control cables; high-frequency coaxial cables; military, tactical and
shipboard cables; microphone and audio-frequency cables; and electronic
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and control cables. Teldor is ISO 9001 2008 certified and is 100 percent
RoHS compliant.
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Top Group Solution Source

Top Group Solution Source makes smart cities smarter with software
solutions that simplify and improve the educational process in schools
and colleges. Configured for easy use by administrators, teachers, students
and parents alike, the system is secure, dynamic, flexible, self-implemented
and supports several languages. Key features include: student grades and
reports management, course management, assignment submission, discipline
history, class reports, content management, and discussion forum, all via
several communication methods. Top Group Solution Source was founded
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in Nazareth in 2006 and has enrolled thousands of users.
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Valens Semiconductor

Valens Semiconductor provides semiconductor products for the distribution
of HDHD multimedia content over longer distances and with higher reliability
at lowest infrastructure cost. Our breakthrough technology HDBaseTTM is
the most advanced, cost-effective and easy-to-use solution for HD content
distribution. The cornerstone of HDBaseT technology is 5Play, an unrivaled
feature-set that converges uncompressed HD video, audio, Ethernet, power
and controls through a single 100m LAN cable. With HDBaseT technology,
homes, corporate, airports and other public places can install a robust HD
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ecosystem easily, effectively and at very low cost.
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WonderNet

WonderNet offers innovative solutions for capturing traditional handwritten
signatures along with other means of modern e-signing and applying them
to e- forms and e-documents, an imperative for municipalities in an era of
smart cities and safe cities. With WonderNet׳s solutions city officials and
residents alike can electronically sign and digitally seal any document format
or electronic record. Biometric handwritten signature or other mean of
biometric authentication can be applied where authentication or validation
is required. WonderNet solutions can be deployed in service bureaus, self-
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service kiosks and remotely-provided mobile services.
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 anging from innovative baby products to toys for children and
R
youth's development, the toys industry in Israel combines state-ofthe-art design and technology, advanced psychological and cognitive
methodologies, as well as quality production. It revolutionizes the
traditional role of toys and brings refreshing hands-on experience
to children and educators alike.
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Israeli innovation begins at home, where parents favor children’s
products that stimulate creativity and bring quality time and fun at
the same time. Israel offers a wealth of educational toys – where
Israel is considered a world leader – plus games and puzzles, plush
toys, outdoor games and furniture.
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Beezeebee

Welcome to the world of Beezeebee! Bathtime toys expert.
We understand all parents around the world are busy bees.
For all you Beezeebees we create innovative, exciting surroundings for you
and your child to enjoy quality time together, and bond.
Innovation, technology, movement and colors are the building blocks of
Beezeebee's revolutionary line of baby products. Encouraging babies to
discover the world around them, our state-of the-art unique products,
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their shapes and colors transform bathtime into times of pleasure, growth
and learning.
Michael Baum, toy designer and the brain behind Beezeebee, renowned
for his statement in style and for the attention he pays to every detail,
becoming our hallmark, takes Beezeebee's products to the next level,
creating beautifully and carefully designed quality toys.
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DreamBow

DreamBow - making the most of Quality Time
DreamBow is an Israeli education's startup.
Working together with a child psychologist, DreamBow specializes in
developing engaging, quality edutainment products, enhancing parentchild bonding and enriching families' quality of life.
All DreamBow's products are based on unique, innovative, inspiring coaching
methodologies.
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Producing fun and educational content, DreamBow׳s innovative products
focus on developing children's emotional intelligence.
Praised by parents and educators alike, many of DreamBow's
products are best-sellers in Israel.
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Edushape Toys Division /
Zitelny Industries Ltd.

EDUSHAPE - a family owned and operated enterprise, established in 1983.
Committed to produce safe, quality children׳s toys, promoting successful
development and learning through play, EDUSHAPE supplies global
educational markets, as well as the toy and specialty markets.
Specializing in manufacturing quality children׳s toys and products,
EDUSHAPE focuses on newborns to 8 years of age.
Spotlight on EDUSHAPE features and benefits:
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• All products meet and/or exceed the CE and ASTM toy safety standards
• We manufacture toys that support, among others, development of gross
and fine motor skills, language skills, music, social and emotional skills,
and more
• For soft developmental toys we use durable foam, plastics, magnets and
fabric
• Eye-catching custom retail
packaging
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• State-of-the-art order
entry and tracking systems
• Fr i e n d l y a n d h e l p f u l
customers' service team
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Family On Board

Family On Board offers a series of country-specific activity travel guide
packs, turning travel time into a multi-cultural, fun, family experience.
Family On Board changes the concept of traditional travel guides and
travel time, imparting knowledge through entertainment, the whole family
appreciates and enjoys.
Providing enrichment and valuable educational content, all conveniently
packed for travelling and presented in the most charming way.
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Each country-specific activity pack includes a selection of knowledgeintensive games introducing the destination through various
subjects - sports, culture, history, general information, cities, national
traditions, tourist attractions and more.
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Koontz Toys Ltd.

Koontz™ brings science to life with fun and exciting kits, and hands-on
activities.
Designed to bring scientific experience into the classroom, Koontz Toys
educational line of products and classroom sets, provide each student
with a hands-on, exiting science experience, each student building their
own model.
The students learn through experimenting and experiencing science in
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a fun, educational and safe environment, taking their models home after
class to further explore and play.
Perfect for elementary school science classes, the activities are compatible
with the science curricula.
Koontz Toys classroom sets and kits encourage students' enthusiasm
toward science, making it an integral part of science classes.
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Methodica

Methodica is a leading training company, providing an innovative and
state-of-the-art toolbox for attaining effective learning, based on the latest
research in brain and cognition studies.
Our enthusiastic team leads effective learning workshops for teachers in
hundreds of schools.
Out of the burning need for meaningful learning, we developed an accessible
application enabling the teacher to allocate engaging activities for every
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lesson with a minimal investment of time.
We also provide learning development services: e-Learning, learning games etc.
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Modular Toys Ltd.

Modular Toys present an awesome, innovative, unique approach to developing
and manufacturing educational construction toys, also developing a new
niche in the toy market. We believe toys must hold in addition to fun,
educational and learning value, and therefore, Modular Toys offer a real
opportunity for children to grow through play, develop abstract thinking,
three-dimensional perception and creativity.
Marketed worldwide, our truly three-dimensional and modular range
of products include racetrack sets, highways, castles, railways, cars and
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characters.
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Pandafish

Founded by designer Yaara Zaluski, Pandafish is a multidisciplinary arts
and design studio.
Work in the studio includes art and design for magazines and children's
books, educational materials and activities, as well as paper toys. The studio
produces commercial work and participates in art exhibitions and events.
Integrating extensive research concerning all products' features and
aspects, we focus on themes related to the environment, intending to deliver
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sustainable, creative products for children and adults alike.
Pandafish creations and designs for paper and textile productions combine
professionalism, skill and creativity.
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Plate my Meal Ltd.

Plate my Meal™ develops and markets fun and simple-to-use products and
ideas providing children, parents and the entire family with the building
blocks and concepts for healthy eating habits for life.
Developed by leading dieticians and based on USDA dietary guidelines,
Plate my Meal™ has been market tested and praised by leading figures in
the industry.
Plate my Meal™ Daily Food Plan Set, is an easy and fun way to plan healthy
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meals and snack time, for toddlers and young children. Simply answering
in an easy-to-apply, simple and intuitive way questions all parents ask
themselves when it comes to their child's nutrition: WHEN to eat, WHAT to
eat and HOW MUCH to eat.
Plate my Meal™ teaches meal and snack times, balanced food groups, food
variety and portion control.
Belonging to the feeding
and kitchenware categories,
Plate my Meat™ products
are consumer appliances.
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Points of You™

Points of you™ develops creative tools for inspiration, learning and
development. Our tools offer everyone a wonderful opportunity to:
Pause
Take a time out to check within yourself and see how you feel.
Expand
In every situation there are countless points of view. The challenge is to
observe life from a different perspective.
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Connect
Communicate in an authentic, intimate and nonjudgmental manner with
family, friends and clients, and most importantly with yourself.
Focus
Formulate new insights and define actions for the future.
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www.red-toolbox.com
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Red Tool Box Ltd.

Red Toolbox is an innovative DIY company.
In today's world, activities are becoming more personalized and individualized
while experiencing together is becoming scarce. Parents, especially fathers,
enjoy less quality "team" time to share with their children.
Our philosophy is to create opportunities for parents and their children to
spend time together as they work along, create and enjoy.
Red Toolbox is all about you and your children working, building and
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learning together.
We offer over 40 exciting DIY projects, developed to meet different work
levels and ages, a set of carpentry tools designed especially to fit a child's grip,
and an adjustable workbench providing for comfortable work processes,
also serving as a convenient storage for tools.
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www.rubins.co.il
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Rubins Educational
Scientific Equipment

Rubins Educational Scientific Equipment works with Physics, Chemistry and
Biology teachers and schools.
For over 20 years, we have been supplying and distributing teaching and
scientific apparatus, equipment, tools, sets and devices to school laboratories,
all over the country.
Rubins supplies include worldwide leading manufacturers' equipment
and apparatus, as well as a range of supreme educational products and
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instruments developed by our R&D department, and manufactured in-house.
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www.jollygiraffe.com
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Serfaty Designers Ltd.

Jolly Giraffe is the publisher of children's books and a pioneer in developing
apps for various touchscreen platforms.
Our goal is to inspire children around the world, creating innovative, high
quality content and rich experiences they will cherish.
While we treasure the value of traditional picture books, and enjoy creating
new stories and characters, we also embrace new technology and are
proud to be part of the app revolution.
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Our books and apps are a product of extensive research and profound
thought. From concept to text, illustration to design, we create and provide
fun, enriching age appropriate content.
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www.sunfish-english.com
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Sunfish English
Educational Projects, Inc.

Sunfish English Educational Projects is dedicated to developing
and producing fun games for learning English, holding high educational value.
We believe learning English and acquiring the language driven by positive
experiences and fun, encourages success and provides a genuine opportunity
for meaningful learning.
Designed for playing with family, friends and in the classroom, our games
combine tangible and technological features.
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Sunfish games enhance maximum effectiveness for all learner levels and
abilities, the technological features making the games relevant in today׳s
modern world, addressing the need for authentic interactions in English
through play.
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